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From  
  The Chief General Manager/Comml., 
  UHBVN, Panchkula. 
To  
  All CEs/ (OP)/SEs (OP) Xens/SDOs/op, 
  JEs-I, Incharge in UHBVN. 
  
  Memo No. Ch-214/RG-350/Peak Load 
  Dated: 19.06.09 
  
Subject: Levy of peak load exemption charges for power during peak load  hours
to HT industrial consumers
  
  This is with reference to S.C.No. U-36/2007 issued vide this office memo no. Ch. 
116/RG-350/Peak load dated 30.4.07 which is deliberated as under:-  

  “Keeping in view the present power scenario, peak load restrictions have been
imposed on industrial and independent industrial feeders by the CGM/SO, UHBVN,
Panchkula from 05.00 to 07.00 and 19.00 to 23.00 hours daily vide his office memo
No.Ch-22/SE/SO-25 dated 16.04.2

  The schedule of peak load restrictions should be followed meticulously and peak load 
exemption charges as provided against sub-head (ix) of item 4 of S.C. No.4/2001 dated 
11.1.2001, further reiterated vide S.C. No.U-59/2006 dated 4.9.2006 should be enforced 
on consumers who opt for the same.  

  It should be ensured by the SE/M&P that software for recording energy during peak 
load hours is functioning in the energy meter of all HT industrial consumers including
consumers having independent industrial feeder.  

  It has been further decided that top priority be given for supply of power to Agriculture 
and Domestic sector. However, industrial consumers having independent feeder and
working on continuous operation in 3 shifts is to be allowed special dispensation during
peak load hours as per instructions. Provided that the total dispensation to be given to the 
consumers running on independent feeder does not exceed 100 MVA.  

  The Director ‘Tech-I’ and Director ‘Tech-II’ will allow special dispensation in their 
respective areas upto 50 MVA each for which CEs ‘OP’ will forward the request of such 
consumers to their respected Directors for favour of their approval”.   

  The above Sales Circular No. U-36/2007 dated 30.04.2007 was withdrawn vide Sales
Circular No. U-07/2008 dated 09.02.2008.  

  Now the matter has further reviewed and it has been decided that:  

  

1.  Peak load exemption charges for power supplied during peak load hours in leviable 
for consumers having independent feeder, who opt for the same.   

2.  Peak load exemption charges for power supply during peak load hours to the 
consumers fed from Group of Industries feeder/Industrial feeder will be levied if all the 
consumers on Group of Industries feeder/industrial feeder opt for the same.   

  The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned for careful and 
meticulous compliance.  

Executive Engineer/Commercial, 
For General Manager/Comml., 

   UHBVN, Panchkula 


